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CHAIR MOLINA: .. . (gavel) . .. The Committee of the Whole meeting for March 14, 2006 is now in session.
Good morning, everyone. We have in attendance the Chairperson of the Committee, Molina, Vice-Chair
Kane, Committee Members Mateo, Pontanilla, Tavares, and Anderson. Excused are Members Johnson
and Carroll and Hokama.
Members, we have a very, very heavy slate of items today on our agenda. The Chair will operate a little
differently this morning in regards to public testimony. The Chair would like to first make opening
comments on our first item of the day and we . . . the Chair would like to hear comments from the
Director of Housing and Human Concerns, Director Lee. She does have to leave for a very important
meeting so I would like to get her comments on that. And after Chair gives his comment, Director Lee
gives her comments, then I will open up the lectern for the public to give testimony on any of our
agenda items today. Any objections to proceeding in that manner?
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Thank you very much. We also have our Staff. We have Secretary, Clarita Balala,
and our Legislative Analyst, Shelly Espeleta, and from the Corporation Counsel's Office we have
Mr. Junior Kushi.
COW-46

CHARTER AMENDMENT TO ESTABLISH AN AFFORDABLE HOUSING FUND

(C.c.

No. 06-62)

CHAIR MOLINA: Let's go right into our first item which is a proposed Charter Amendment to establish an
affordable housing fund. This particular issue was ... gave your Chair the motivation to share this
proposal with you from an affordable housing conference which was held on Oahu last November,
which many of you were a part of. If you recall, the focus of the conference was to encourage
partnerships with profit and nonprofit entities, religious-based organizations, developers, contractors,
and government. Finding solutions to the affordable housing crisis will require the participation of
many different factions and with the significant progress made on the Residential Workforce Housing
Policy, the establishment of the Rental Assistance Fund, and the passage of the First-Time Home
Buyer's Fund in both Member Mateo and Kane's Committees, I believe this proposal will further
cement the Council's commitment towards providing housing for our citizens. Based on the current
forecast of real property tax revenue setting aside two percent could generate roughly $3.2 million for
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the purchase of land to build much needed housing on. This is one tool that I believe can help keep our
families together and reduce the exodus and genocide of our citizens who have much to give to our
community but are now being forced to move to places outside of Hawaii due to high land cost and
limited housing that's available on the market. Many citizens have made it known that affordable
housing is one of our community's highest priorities. Let's give the public a meaningful opportunity to
have their voices heard on this important issue by considering placing this proposal on the election-day
ballot. This is one of many tools we must use to provide opportunities for young families to stay here,
many of whom have come from generations of kamaaina that have helped make Maui County a very
special place. So with that being said, the Chair would like to tum the floor over to Director Lee for her
comments. Good morning, Director Lee.
MS. LEE: Good morning, Chair and Members. We are in full support of this proposed Charter Amendment.
We agree that the housing problem is very complex and requires a comprehensive strategy to truly
address this very difficult problem that faces not only Maui County but everywhere. And one of the
areas that is really missing in our overall strategy is a permanent source of funding and this is really
needed because as you know, this is one way to ensure that the low income groups are assisted and
helped because the policy ... the draft ordinance that just left Chair Mateo's Committee to be reviewed
by the Planning Commissions, you know, addresses a big piece. And more than likely when
implemented, I believe it will ... that particular draft ordinance will certainly benefit those who are in
the gap group and the mid- or moderate income group. But the lower end really needs heavy subsidies
and these subsidies need to come from a permanent source of funding and I strongly believe that this
Charter Amendment is going to be an important part of the overall strategy if adopted by the electorate.
So again, Mr. Chair, we fully support you and hope that this amendment passes. Thank you.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Thank you, Director Lee. Director Lee, are you available for a few minutes for
questioning or?
MS. LEE: Yes, I am.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Thank you. Committee Members, I'll give you the opportunity to ask Director Lee
questions. Member Kane.
VICE-CHAIR KANE: Thank you, Chair, and in the interest of time I'll try to be as brief as possible. Good
morning, Ms. Lee.
MS. LEE: Good morning.
VICE-CHAIR KANE: In the resolution, the second item under Section 9-20 for the Affordable Housing Fund,
on an annual basis no more than three percent of this fund shall be used for administrative expenses. Is
this a realistic number for you? If so, let us know, and if not, can you help us understand what it would
take to make this a realistic number for you.
MS. LEE: To be honest, I'm not really sure what percentage would be the right one. I think three percent is a
good starting point and we would be acceptable to that. If we are going to use our own staff, for
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example, if we were going to use , , . if we would be relying on another agency to administer this
program, then I think three percent might be a little low.
VICE-CHAIR KANE: Yeah. Only because, Chair, I mean just from the math, three percent represents
between 90- and $100,000 on a three point something million dollar fund and it seems like that would be
a low figure based on how we've talked about other administrative costs to programs. So I ask the
question and hopefully as we continue the dialogue that you can help us maybe with some specific
scenarios on what it would take to have an administrative amount that we could have put in to the
question that's going to be posed through our Charter Amendment question. Thank you. Thank you,
Chair.
CHAIR MOLINA: Thank you, Member Kane. Memher Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair. Ms. Lee, good morning.
MS. LEE: Good morning.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: The State passed the Legacy Land Act last session and it's my
understanding that this is derived from a percent of the conveyance tax for properties that change hands
and a portion of that fund is supposed to go for affordable housing. Can you tell us what this ... what
the status is of that? What interaction you've had with the State, if any, on what kind of funding the
County might expect from that?
MS. LEE: The difficulty ... first of all, I'm not sure what the status is but - and we can check on it - hut the
difficulty with relying on or working with the State is that it's dealing with a bureaucratic nightmare,
and really, and we have to ... it's highly competitive and at times political. So that wouldn't be a
reliable source-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Well, I'm not ...
MS. LEE: --of funding.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah, I'm not asking as a substitute or anything. I'm just asking that has
there been any discussion as to what the counties might expect as their percentage share of this fund?
MS. LEE: No.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Not at all?
MS. LEE: Not at all.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: That's disappointing. Thank you, Chair.
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CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Thank you, Member Anderson. Committee Members, any other questions for
Director Lee before she leaves? Member Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: Thank you, Chair. Director Lee, you mentioned that we do need a
permanent funding program whieh this will create that. In regards to the two percent, do you see a
problem if we had added ... if we do make an amendment saying two percent or $3 million, whichever
is less?
MS. LEE: You know, I'm all for being ... trying anything at this point. Considering we have nothing, three
million is certainly a big boost. I wouldn't be opposed to a cap if that's what you're talking about.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah, putting a cap on this thing here. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MOLINA: Thank you, Member Pontanilla. Member Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chairman, thank you very much. Ms. Lee, good morning.
MS. LEE: Morning.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Because the ... because the proposal really does not recognize the ... who
actually is gonna administer this particular fund so I'm assuming at this point that the Department has
already assumed that this is going to be a program that you're gonna inherit - another one, yeah. Part of
... part of my, my concern to you, Ms. Lee, would be the specifics in the amendments, you know,
recognizes its responsibilities as using the funds for expansion of affordable housing, for rehabilitation
purposes, for land acquisition, planning, design, and construction.
MS. LEE: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Just to be real clear, the County will not be in the eonstruction industry.
MS. LEE: No. Hopefully, we'll have our one and only projeet, but no, not as a general rule. We don't expect
to be in the construction business, but I think by putting a broad description here you don't want to have
to deal with every ... everything that was omitted, you know, from time to time. So if you just put in
everything that this fund could possibly cover from the very beginning, that will save everybody a lot of
time and then what you could do is appropriate annually by the Council so you'll have that control.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay. Thank you very much. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR MOLINA: Thank you, Member Mateo. Any other questions for Director Lee? Seeing none. Thank
you very much, Director Lee. Appreciate you taking the time to share your thoughts with the
Committee.
MS. LEE: Thank you.
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CHAIR MOLINA: Members, we will now proceed with public testimony in all of our agenda items today.
First to testify, we have one sign up, Mr. Charles Jeneks. And as a reminder, your Chair would like to
remind the public of the parameters set for the Committee testimony rules is three minutes to testify with
a minute to conclude and please tum off all cell phones and pagers so as not to disrupt our proeeedings
today. Good morning, Mr. Jencks .
. . . BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY . ..

MR. JENCKS: Good morning, Mr. Chair. Thank you for having me here. Just a few words with regards to the
Rental Housing Trust Fund that Councilmember Anderson was asking about, the money goes to the
State to the Rental Housing Trust Fund and those monies are available for the construction rental
housing. It's a very competitive market in the State of Hawaii. The monies used I think every year and
there's a very small proportion of that bill that did go to the Rental Housing Trust Fund. Some of the
money went to the General Fund, as well, and that we lobbied against. We wanted the money to go
more to the Rental Housing Trust Fund. But it is very competitive and it's generally used for projects on
Oahu because they have a much greater capability to address projects like that ~ rental housing projects.
They have a much quicker approval process. So it's generally been on Oahu, just so you know. It
would be great to use some of it here if we could get it.
I'm just testifying in favor of the resolution for the allocation of funds out of the real property tax
revenue for affordable housing. Tom Cook and I talked about this proposal. He's not here today. We
both support it. We made a few statements at the prior meeting with regard to leverage which we think
is very ... is a good idea with a fixed revenue stream. I think that Councilmember Pontanilla just
brought it up. It's a fixed fee ~ comes in every year until it sunsets. You could use that. You could
leverage against that money to get additional funds. Today's marketplace for un-entitled agriculture
land in Maui County ~ you can buy un-entitled land for maybe three or four dollars, five dollars a square
foot. Three million dollars taking out the funds for ... from the Department of Housing and Human
Concerns, $2.5 million you could get yourself maybe 10 acres of land a year. If the County purchases
that land and puts it into a pool and puts it out to bid, you're not in the construction business, but you're
facilitating the development of affordable housing. So we support that idea using that money as a
leverage used maybe against General Obligation Bonds to increase that amount of money and maybe get
into offside improvement requirements, as well, on a bid basis would be a great idea. And so we support
the bill and anything we can do to support it we'd be happy to do.
CHAIR MOLINA: Thank you, Mr. Jencks. Committee Members, questions for the testifier? Seeing none.
Thank you, Mr. Jencks. At this point is there anyone else in the gallery that would like to testify? Okay.
We can see one member of the gallery. Mr. Vicens, you can sign up after you complete your testimony.
As Mr. Vicens proceeds to the lectern, Chair would like to recognize Member Hokama for attending our
proceedings this morning.
MR. VICENS: Good morning, Chairman Molina and Members of the Committee. My name is Mercer
"Chubby" Vicens, and I'm testifying on my own behalf, and I certainly am in support of the proposed
legislation. Let me go back a little bit. Many years ago I was part of a ... during Linda Lingle's
Administration, part of a affordable housing corporation, which is kind of an adjunct to government that
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had about $1 million in funding. I believe Ms. Lee was part of that also, and Whitehead, and a few other
people, but it really never got off the ground because I think because we lacked the leadership. I think
the putting of two percent away on an annualized basis is a great start. You ... I can think of one
project right now - the Maui Business Park where approximately 20-21 acres is gonna be given to the
County of Maui as a result ofthe affordable housing study that they made. So this is 21 acres depending
the kind of configuration you use, you can building apartments to take care of the 80 percent, 50 percent
to the tune of 250 through 316 units depending on the set up. So I think that the ... you need the money
so that government participates. I've heard Councilmember Mateo saying we need to form partnerships.
I think this is a perfect link. I think the donating of the lands will come or the purchase of the lands will
come if you have the funds available. And I think that with the affordable housing bill moving through
Planning and then back to the Council, ultimately, this is a great rider to it. And I strongly support this
and I think it'll enhance the kinds of thing that Mr. Mateo wants to accomplish by creating partnerships
with the community. In this particular case, it's with everyone. So the land can be ... can be gotten
during in lieu type of situations for affordable housing and the funds need to be available so that we can
take advantage of it when the time ... everything is timing. Thank you very much.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Thank you. Committee Members, questions for the testifier? Seeing none. Thank
you.
MR. VICENS: Thank you very much.
CHAIR MOLINA: Is there anyone else in the gallery that would like to testify on our agenda items today?
Seeing none. Ifthere are no objections, the Chair will close public testimony for today.
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Thank you very much, Members .
. . . END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY . ..

CHAIR MOLINA: Members, we are back to Committee of the Whole Item 46, the Charter Amendment
proposal to establish an affordable housing fund. For today's purposes, the Chair would just like to ask
the Committee Members for any comments, any suggestions that we can consider. I'm not sure if you
folks are ready to move on this today being that we're considering a significant amount or actually
considering putting this on the ballot for the public to consider a significant amount of money to set
aside for the purchase of lands. But at this point, the Chair is very open and welcome to any
recommendations or suggestions. We'll start with Member Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I'd like to start with questions first, if! could, Mr. Chair?
CHAIR MOLINA: Proceed.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I'm guessing that this will be a question for Corporation Counsel. Could
you explain to us, Mr. Kushi, if there is a particular reason why this has to be a Charter Amendment
rather than an ordinance?
MR. KUSHI: Mr. Chair, Member Anderson, haven't really thought about it, but in the Charter you did pass the
elect ... last election a one percent fee for ... one percent for land acquisition for I believe open space.
So I think this resolution kind of mirrors that. I'm not too sure about whether or not you could include it
in the Budget, which is an ordinance, and just appropriate ... I suppose you could just appropriate in
your budget deliberations X dollars to X department for whatever purpose that you need. But-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So those ...
MR. KUSHI: --again, if you put it in the Charter, then it's a continuing annual mandate that you can't ... only
way you can undo it is by another Charter Amendment.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah, and that's my concern. So I want to know if there's any legal
requirement that this be a Charter Amendment rather than an ordinance. An ordinance is more flexible
for us to alter should we have to and I do know, Mr. Chair, that there are ... COMET is still very active
and they want property tax refonn. And once we do make some changes to our property tax
calculations, should we do that, then we're gonna have substantial changes in how we collect property
tax - how much it might be. I mean there's a lot of unknown variables that I think we need to consider
and I like the flexibility of an ordinance and if there's no legal requirement for this to be a Charter
Amendment I think that maybe we should consider that.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Thank you, Member Anderson. More questions for ...
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Not for Ed, but I do have more questions.
CHAIR MOLINA: Oh, okay. By the way, we do have Mr. Young from the Finance Department available for
questions, as well. If the body would like to hear comments from Mr. Young, the Chair is open to that,
as well.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I have some questions for him.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Mr. Young, if you could please come on down.
MR. YOUNG: Good morning, Mr. Chair, Members. Kalbert Young, Director of Finance.
CHAIR MOLINA: Mr. Young, would you like to first make some opening comments on this and then I'll go
back to Member Anderson for questioning.
MR. YOUNG: Mr. Chair, I don't have any comments on this particular measure. I am ready to answer any
questions that the Members may have.
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CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Member Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you for being here, Mr. Young. Have you had a chance to look at
this?
MR. YOUNG: Yes, I have, Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Have you done any calculations as to what this might amount to based on
the certifi ed real property tax from last term or last year?
MR. YOUNG: Well, the current fiscal year, the certified real property tax arose was about 161 million so two
percent would be about 3.2 million. And then, of course, this year the real property tax at this current
rates that we have for this current fiscal year, of course, the real property tax collection will be ... will
be more because in general property values have increased over the last year or so.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And do you have a ballpark figure on that just based on an average
overall increase? I hear 24 percent but I don't know ifthat's it.
MR. YOUNG: For averaging across all property classes, it's actually, yes, about 21 to 24 percent.
numbers are still being evaluated because the certified tax rolls are not completed until April
around there.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So can you give me a ballpark on what that would be with your handy
calculator?
MR. YOUNG: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: It would be 3.8 million Dain says.
MR. YOUNG: Yeah. It would be 3.8 to 3.9 million.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And while I have the floor I just have one more concern if! might voice
it. I think that we need to be consistent. If we could all just be consistent in how we approach things, it
would really I think take a lot of headaches away from decision-making and from, you know, after the
fact interpretation of what the purpose and intent might have been when we passed any kind of
legislation. And in this Charter Amendment it says that the funds will be utilized for low and moderate
income people. Now, we are working on a bill in Member Mateo's Committee that has definitions for
and as this becomes adopted these definitions I think need to be used consistently and we have a
definition for very low income, we have a definition for low income, and we have a definition for below
moderate income, so ... and then it goes on to moderate. So I think we need to make sure that we add
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very low income and below moderate income or maybe just put a range from very low income to
moderate income so that we don't exclude any of these groups that are being defined in our Workforce
Housing Policy.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Those are good suggestions, Member Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Thank you. Members, any other questions for ... Member Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I don't have questions for Mr. Young, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR MOLINA: Oh, okay. Thank you. Member Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, thank you for allowing me the opportunity. I just would like to
share with the Committee, Mr. Chairman, that I believe Council in the past has ... the past sitting
Council's I believe have tried various mechanisms to try and address the residential housing issue that
has been with us I guess since we can ... as far back as we can recall, Mr. Chairman. And I'm like
Ms. Anderson - I like to maintain the flexibility and would say, Mr. Chairman, your proposal if Council
currently in the past did not try and address the housing issue, I could see greater support for this
proposal that you present us this morning. However, Mr. Chairman, I would say that Council's in the
past have through conditions of zoning through request for entitlement have placed housing conditions
to address our community's needs. We also have on our books, which you helped initiate,
Mr. Chairman, we now currently have on our ordinance in the Maui County Code, the First-Time Home
Buyer's Fund. We also have by previous Council's tried to address rental housing whereby we have a
Rental Housing Revolving Fund to try and address that specific need. We also have an Interim
Financing and Buyback Revolving Fund for those that purchased single-family units, Mr. Chairman, to
give us options of how we can look at different types of projects that we may feel warranted and not to
follow the full subdivision code. We have experimental housing opportunities as provided by the Code
that the Council has enacted in the past.
Mr. Chairman, I think from the Legislative Branch side, we have provided mechanisms, we have
provided funding, we have provided conditions of approval to help address providing housing units to
our community, and at various times in the past, our department has told us approximately at times we
the County still owed about 4,000 affordable units. Obviously, those units will be built on land that has
already been entitled to provide for those housing units. I just share that, Mr. Chairman, because I don't
really believe this is a money issue. I think it's an issue of us being very determined and dogged to go
and get compliance to have those units built. And I think one of the things that ... you may want to
consider coming out of all of this discussion, Mr. Chair, is again finding mechanisms to try and get
compliance of all those units already required to be provided to our communities throughout our County,
and you know, we may need Corporation Counsel to help think of some imaginative way, but legal, to
get compliance. We have dealt with good faith. We have dealt with good intentions. Unfortunately, we
are still thousands of units short. I think we've learned. We've put timing mechanisms. We have asked
for consistency and timing of market versus affordable units. We've tried to tighten up our policy to get
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those units built, Mr. Chainnan. You know, we hear the word partnership but we've been taking it in
the shorts in the short end for a lot longer than the other side, Mr. Chainnan. So I'm waiting to see what
the other side is going to kick up and help provide those 4,000 units already owed us, Mr. Chair. Why
are we continuing to subsidize what is owed us? I think we need to collect. We might need to make,
again, through the work of Mr. Mateo chairing our Housing Committee, I think the message is being
very loud and clear. You see very strong attempts to try and modify our dogged directiveness to provide
units by giving doomsdays and saying we're going to crumble our economy. Well, those who love
Maui like us, Mr. Chainnan, we'll be here and we'll make sure it continues to work. Thank you.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Thank you, Member Hokama, for your comments. They are well taken. Committee
Members, any other comments? Member Johnson, followed by Member Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes. I have lingering memories of what happened when we passed the
Charter Amendment on water and ... (change tape) . .. while it's still not resolved there is one part that
does give me concern and that is the fact that, you know, what we're gonna be doing is through
ordinance then. We would be drafting I guess the fleshing out of this particular Charter Amendment.
So my concern is that not so much the money going into a fund, I mean any year we could allocate a
percentage of that if we so chose, but about how this might be perceived when it's drafted as a Charter
Amendment. So I would prefer maybe that we stick with some kind of an ordinance for the time being
or at least to respond to the current situation because I already see softening in the housing market.
You're seeing prices ... well, they're not plummeting. You're seeing the higher end of the market
actually respond more quickly so there's buyer resistance. On the mainland, too, the, the tide is turning.
And I don't mean to say that we have enough affordable housing units but I think that what we're trying
to do is respond to the situation as it is currently.
If ... remember when the housing market collapsed which was over ten years ago, the prices plummeted
and a lot of units became available and actually traffic even was substantially less during that period of
time because we were going through a growth spurt previously. So I think through an ordinance we
have the ability to respond more quickly. Once you do the Charter Amendment, and while I appreciate
the purpose and intent of this, I think that the Charter Amendment is something that it's very difficult to
change once it takes place. So if we tried it as an ordinance and established it and saw how it worked, if
that was the direction that the Council wanted to go, then I think that's a better way to address it. And
then also, we could adopt some type oflegislative I guess implementation plan, if you will. So I, I just I
guess having seen what happened when we passed the water issue, which is still out there not resolved, I
have a fear that ... well, it's not the same kind of thing because this is establishing a monetary fund
which is a little bit different than dealing with water issues, I still think that we should try it in the
legislative fonn through ordinance first. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Thank you for your comments, Member Johnson. I guess whenever we have any
type of legislation considered we also have to keep in mind potential unintended consequences as well.
Well taken. Any other Committee Members would like to offer comment on the proposal for today
before the Chair gives the ...
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Chair?
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CHAIR MOLINA: Oh, I am sorry, Member Anderson, I didn't see you. Member Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you. Ijust want to comment on tbe affordable housing owed to the
County because I think it's easy to ... well, I'm not going to criticize but I think we need to really deal
with the facts and I spent quite a bit of time researching this issue - a long, long time researching this
issue, going back and pulling every single ordinance and if any Member wants this information, I'd be
happy to share it with him. I pulled every single ordinance for every single project that was on the list
that Ms. Lee gave to the Council. It's probably three or four years now ago. And on that list was
included the Villages of Lei Alii and Puukolii Village and that ... those both were not conditions of
affordable housing. Those were Act-COUNCILMEMBERJOHNSON: Act 15.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: --15? .. Act 15 mandates that came from the State and because there
were problems with the land ownership, that's what stalled those projects from being built. At one time
there was the thought and this Council assumed that we would get 6,000 affordable units on the West
Side because of these two projects, which I might add was the reason they gave Kapalua Manka
resort/residential designation which originally had been affordable. So there really isn't 4,000 units
owed the County. You take out those two projects and then you look at the projects that are left that
were conditions of zoning that required affordable housing and I think you ended up with something like
1,200 units and many of those have been built, Mr. Chairman. It's the low-end one ... the low-end
required ones that are still outstanding. Now ... and some of those projects have proceeded and have
built much of the affordable housing that they were required to do. Some have not. But I have said this
several times and I'm going to reiterate it again, if this Council is serious about getting those units that
are owed to the County built, then all we have to do is invoke the provision in Title 19 that allows the
Council to revoke zoning when conditions are not met within five years of the zoning or pull the bond
money, if people were smart enough to make them put bond money up against these conditions back
when they were mandated. We have the tools right now in Title 19 to allow us to do that and if
somebody who has land they have not developed on that is entitled that carries these conditions, if they
know they're going to lose their entitlement, what better incentive is there. So I'm just putting that on
the table again because we do have those tools available. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Thank you, Member Anderson. Members, any other comments or questions for
Finance or anyone else prior to the Chair making a ... Member Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate your bringing forward this
proposal because it's addressing I think a need that we all are grappling with as we go through even
reviews of different projects and in light of Chair Mateo's Housing Committee ordinance. We do need
to set up the fund to receive the monies that are being donated, not donated, but contributed toward the
affordable housing area. Right now it's done on a case-by-case basis. There's no consistency between
and among the requirements for housing, for cash in lieu of, or whatever. There are all these little
negotiations going on. I think it is critical for us to actually have the mechanism or the vehicle with
which to collect and ... collect the money and then disburse the money from there and it kind oflevels
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the playing field for everyone. When we get through with the Housing Policy, I think it will be very
clear to developers, to anyone who's building housing, just what the rules are for this particular game,
and right now the rules are blurry and very ... well, inconsistent from project to project. So I see a real
value in establishing this Affordable Housing Fund.
I think I agree with the Members about the flexibility that we'd like to have to be able to change what
we're doing from year to year depending upon what the needs of the community are. Ifwe did this as a
Charter Amendment and it passed, we would have a heck of a time trying to get it deleted from the
Charter. And I think that while we support affordable housing there may be a time, especially after this
bill passes, that we won't have to actually contribute a whole lot into a housing fund as established by
Charter. Because I think one of the areas we talked about in the Committee was ... or I talked about in
the Committee was on the affordable percentage that while I was promoting the 80 percent affordable at
the 160 percent of median income proposal, I also recognized that we need to take care of that 80
percent and below or 100 percent and below that needs the heavy subsidy. But with the proposal and
having cash in lieu of affordable housing that is detcrmined by the Council, we have the opportunity to
put revenues into a fund that then later or presently could be used to help to subsidize some of that low,
low-moderate income housing needs and get a I think a real spectrum of housing for our community.
So I see this as a good vehicle. I think you could probably just change it around a little bit so that it is an
ordinance, and each year, you know, we can, as a Council, look at it and say we want to dedicate X
amount of dollars from that budget I think just as we do with the Emergency Fund. Because the
Emergency Fund that was set up, you know, we've committed monies to it each year but we're not
bound by a certain percentage of the revenue, I don't think. Yeah, it's just the first initial one we said X
amount and then each year we've tried to put in more money. But at some point that Emergency Fund
will not need to be as, you know, we can't go three percent every year forever and we never, you know,
use it. So I think that gives us the kind of flexibility I think we'd all like to see and if you would
consider, Mr. Chair, rearranging this legislation so that it actually is an ordinance that we ean consider. I
think that will get a long way to addressing our needs in the housing area. Thank you.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Thank you for your comments, Member Tavares. Member Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chairman, thank you very much and I concur with Member Tavares. First,
you know, again just to reiterate the thanking you for being able to look outside the box because this is
where we're all at at this point. I think if we don't, we stymie ourselves, yeah. So this is a real good
starting point for us because things like this brings up the broader issue in taking a look at aetually how
to implement what we really want and what we really want is the opportunity to get the source of
funding that would be available for us to meet the needs of our residents. Because the housing policy
that we just worked on has a three-year window on it, which will give us the opportunity to revisit every
three years to amend or make changes on it to meet the need, I think would be a benefit, Mr. Chair, to
look at the ordinance aspect because that will give us the flexibility we need in meeting all of our intent
and wanting in trying to accommodate our residents with the dream of home ownership. But the fact
that Administration's ready to work with it, the fact that we are ready and committed in helping our
people with ... with their housing needs, this is a real good vehicle, Chairman, in helping us to start
movement towards actually doing what we said we wanted to do year after year after year. The time is
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now. The vehicle has been presented to us, Chainnan, thanks to your leadership and I would urge you to
take a look at not the actual mandate from the voters of this County because that cements us. That
would be really rigid. But the opportunity of looking at the development of an ordinance that will help
us achieve the mutual benefit of what we all want. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Thank you, Member Mateo. Any other comments before the Chair offers some
comments and a recommendation? Okay, seeing none. Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: One of the other things that we might consider too and I realize we're just
only looking at the fund part of it today but if we do move, excuse me, ... (coughed) . .. in the direction
of an ordinance because Community Land Trust initiative is also moving forward, I think that what we
should look at is not only money but actually receiving land and perhaps some kind of an ordinance that
would take both of those assets whether it's, you know, the cash or it's actually the land itself. I think
it's really important that we look towards vehicles where we can park whether it's land or money
temporarily. And if the Community Land Trust concept does take root, then at some point in time this
ordinance or whatever the temporary holding entity would be that at least would have the capability at
that time to move it into maybe what I guess would be similar to Maui Coastal Land Trust, you know, a
holding eompany. So I really think that that may be one of the areas, too, that we could look at and even
though right now it's not a reality I know it's coming and so I'd like to be more proactive and see that
we have at least some kind of legislation that would enable that. Thank you.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Thank you, Member Johnson. Member Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chainnan, thank you very much. I'm not too sure if you can recall,
Chainnan, if we did ever put in a request to Mr. Young as our Finance Director, but as our Director, one
of his many required tasks is to keep an inventory of all the County's assets including County property.
And I'm not too sure, Mr. Young, if we ever did put in a request to you asking to see if there was an
inventory of potential lands owned by the County that could be considered for affordable housing by the
County?
MR. YOUNG: Mr. Hokama, to my recollection I don't remember getting such a request and I know I did not
do that type of evaluation of our inventory.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Yeah ...
CHAIR MOLINA: Member Hokama, if I could inteIject. I believe that discussion did come up but I believe
the Finance Director at the time was Mr. Regan I believe, if memory serves me correct. I don't recall if
we actually gave him a mandate but I know there was type of generation ... discussion generated in the
Budget and Finance Committee on that, in recall.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you, Chair. Chainnan, I just bring that up beeause potentially until
we can be shown otherwise, we may have already an opportunity through lands already owned by the
County that maybe Mr. Young's Department may assist us in trying to locate if there are potential
developable lands for affordable housing. I have spoken to our State Legislatures ... Legislators,
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Mr. Chairman. They said that one of the ways that they could assist the County is to look at the State
inventory of their lands to see if there's properties that could be transferred to us specifically to address
the affordable housing issues. They have looked at many funding mechanisms. We haven't seen the
benefits of some of their decisions or enactment of funding sources but I would think maybe that is one
quickly that through Land and Natural Resources and other agencies able to be able to work with us and
combine with an opportunity from Mr. Young's Department. There may be areas already that we may
wish to consider to put affordable housing. So I just ask, Mr. Chairman, if you would mind to send a
letter to Mr. Young asking for a review and report back to you, sir.
CHAIR MOLINA: So noted, Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you.
CHAIR MOLINA: Good suggestion. Committee Members, any other comments before the Chair offers ...
Member Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: I'm glad Mr. Hokama brought up that particular subject. I remember
maybc year and a half to two years ago, we got some land from the State in the Napili area or
Honokowai area for affordable housing. I think it's the Maui Breakers. I don't know where that is now.
Also, we do have the 12 acres in Paia that's supposed to have been for affordable housing. I know we
do have some land on Lanai and Molokai but here on Maui it's, you know, very few lands that we own
to create affordable housing. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MOLINA: Thank you, Member Pontanilla. Any other comments or questions as it relates to
Committee of the Whole Item 46? Prior to the Chair making a recommendation on this matter, Chair
would just like to offer a few more comments. First of all, thank you, Committee Members, for your
input on this matter. I think it definitely sheds light on the direction that this body may want to take with
regard to this matter. I think we can all agree we need to establish some sort of funding mechanism to
provide opportunities for the County to look at, you know, the possibility of acquiring land whether it be
through ordinance or via Charter Amendment. The Chair's intent for at least getting the discussion out
for a Charter Amendment was also based on the fact that the public would like some empowerment with
this matter. We've through the, I believe Focus Maui Nui, and also through surveys in our local media
that there is a definite need and a crisis for affordable housing. So when the Chair came ... thought of
this using the Charter Amendment mechanism - it was based more to give the public an opportunity to
participate as well rather than leave it up to just nine Members of the body. Let's see how serious the
public is about the affordable housing issue and one way is to have their votes made on the ballot with
regards to this matter. So that was one reason for the consideration for the Charter Amendment
proposal.
The Chair is open to other options, as well, so the Chair is not going to be closed-minded as long as we
achieve the goal of establishing something that we can use to hold the resources needed to acquire lands
or whatever else that can help to stem the crisis of the affordable housing need. Options if we were to
consider a Charter Amendment, possibly setting a ... putting in a sunset period. I can understand the
concern of binding future Councils. Needs may change over time. Maybe we won't need three million
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to I guess fund the purchase ofland in the future for affordable housing. We don't have a crystal ball
before us so we can't tell. So a sunset period of maybe five years, ten years, et cetera. That's something
that could be considered if this body decided to go towards a Charter Amendment proposal. Possibly
even a reduction in the percentage - from two percent to one percent to make it consistent with that of
the Open Space Land Fund, as well. So those are some other options I'm throwing out there, as well.
But the Chair has heard your concerns with regards to the amount of housing that is owed but it's gone
on for some time. It's, you know, how many years has it taken and it's still nothing has been done or no,
no there's been no movement. I shouldn't say nothing has been done. I'm sure there's been many
people on this legislative body, as well as through this Administration. Other Administrations have
discussed ways to get these houses that are owed to the County, but you know, I think we need to be real
about it. Nothing has happened significantly. So that is why, as Member Mateo said earlier, we have to
think outside of the box. Let's consider a lot of different mechanisms and tools to use to get some real
movement. So that is, you know, just some of the reasons why the Chair threw out the issue of
considering a Charter Amendment proposal as one of many tools in the box, so to speak, Members.
So at this point, the Chair initially did not have any intentions of taking action on this because of the
concerns shared by you and because we're considering an amount like $3 million to be set aside from
the real property taxes. I will continue to gather input from you along the way. I would like to address
this matter one more time in June after the completion of the Budget Session and from there we will see
what happens. Some type of action will take place for sure. That is the Chair's intent on this particular
matter.
Member Hokama, followed by Member Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, thank you. And I appreciate your approach to this proposal
you've presented to us. I think it's very healthy, Mr. Chairman, if I could use that term, the way you've
allowed the Members to share ideas and provide questions. One suggestion I would ask you to also
consider as part of the options that this Committee may want to consider, Mr. Chairman, is look at those
our existing two revolving funds. One was built, and you know, it was at a point where the County ...
the government decided to step in and take action and so the County went in and projects such as
Komohana Hale got built, Luana Gardens got built. Through the experimental housing program projects
such as in Kualapuu, Molokai was able to provide some ownership to Molokai residents. On Lanai,
we've used the program also. I believe there is still funds left in those programs, Mr. Chairman, and I
would ask that, you know, this Committee may want to look at those existing funds and see if we want
to either repeal those provisions or amend those chapters, Mr. Chairman, whereby we could maybe
redirect those funds and already place that whatever the balance is, I'm not too sure. Maybe it's $1
million that's left in the balances but that could be maybe an initial appropriation into a affordable
housing program that your concept is moving towards, Mr. Chairman. So I would suggest that may be
also an option. You want to tie it in with experimental housing to kind of open and expedite new ways
of providing cost-effective construction. I think that's another option that this Committee may want to
consider, Mr. Chairman, but I appreciate your openness to look at all of the options before we make a
decision. Thank you.
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CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, Thank you, Member Hokama, for your comments, Member Pontanilla,
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chair, I, too, appreciate your as far as trying to create
thinking out of the box and getting land for affordable housing, In regards to your comments, I have a
question for Corp. Counsel. If we did go with a Charter Amendment, can we include like a sunset date
on that?
MR. KUSHI: Member Pontanilla, I don't see why not but instead of a sunset you could, like your Chair said,
include an initial allocation or requirement and then phase it down and sunset it that way. But again,
whatever you want really. The voters will decide.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. And the other point that you bring out is having the people
decide in regards to creating a mechanism to purchase land for affordable housing. I think that's very
important because we are all taxpayers and we should have a say in ... in this particular matter here.
It's an important decision. So thank you for bringing this thing forward.
CHAIR MOLINA: Thank you very much, Member Pontanilla. At the very least, this proposal has ... proposal
has generated some discussion and that's what democracy is all about, getting feedback from you who
represent all of your various regions and this is something where everyone has to get in on the act and I
think government continues to ... should take the lead role in establishing partnerships in whatever
way, shape, or form. So, Members, if there are no objections, the Chair will defer this matter,
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS. (Excused: RC)
ACTION:

DEFER PENDING FURTHER DISCUSSION.

CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Thank you very much, Members. Next for discussion is Committee of the Whole
Item 44.
COW-44

CHARTER AMENDMENT TO CHANGE THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
AND ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT TO THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
WORKS, AND TO ESTABLISH A DEPARTMENT OF WASTE MANAGEMENT (C.C.
No. 06-16\

CHAIR MOLINA: The Committee is in receipt of County Communication No. 06-16 from Councilmember
Tavares, transmitting a proposed resolution entitled "PROPOSING AMENDMENTS TO THE
REVISED CHARTER OF THE COUNTY OF MAUl (1983), AS AMENDED, CHANGING THE
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS AND ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT TO THE
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS AND ESTABLISHING A DEPARTMENT OF WASTE
MANAGEMENT". The purpose of the proposed resolution is to initiate an amendment to the Charter
that would change the Department of Public Works and Environmental Management to the duties and
functions of the Department of Public Works and Environmental Management between the two
Departments and make corresponding changes throughout the Charter, We have the Director of Public
Works who's in the gallery that I would like to invite, Mr. Director Arakawa. Before we hear from the
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Director I would like to ask Councilmember Tavares, who's the introducer of this proposed Charter
Amendment, to share her comments with the body.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yes, thank you.
CHAIR MOLINA: Member Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Thank you, Mr. Chair. In each Budget Session that we've gone through as I
can remember we always have discussions or mentions of the Public Works Department and the size of
the department and the breadth of their responsibility having to do a lot with the health and safety of our
community. And with each time that we looked at that budget proposal, you know, it becomes clearer
and clearer that this department has grown considerably due to regulations and requirements from both
the Federal government and the State government, as well as our own. So, Mr. Chair, I just made a
decision to try and attack this SOO-pound gorilla, so to speak, and what I have proposed here is a Charter
Amendment which would be required to make another department under our Charter and it would be to
break up the department into two separate departments. One would be the Department of Public Works
and the Department of Public Works would be consisting of Highways ... (short pause) . .. it would be
Engineering, Development Services Administration, and Highways would be in that department. And
the Department of Waste Management would be composed of the current Wastewater Division and
Solid Waste Division in this department.
Mr. Chair, it might be easier if we ... if I could kind of walk people through the attachment or the
communication that I sent on March Sth because I think this, this shows more clearly how the department
as it exists now is broken up. So, Members, if you could go to the March Sth communication. And in
the first exhibit, Exhibit I, it shows the current summary of the department and you'll see there that
there's Administration, Engineering, DSA, Highways, the EP's is the equivalent personnel, full-time
equivalent positions in the department, and you will notice that of those divisions, the EP count is 253.6
and their budget is 47,528,256. In the Wastewater and Solid Waste Divisions further down the page,
their EP's total 185.3 ... (change tape) . .. and their budget is 64,087,000 and some odd. So the total for
the Public Works and Environmental Management Department as it exists today based on the '05 ... the
Fiscal Year '06 Budget, they have a total of 438 or 439 employees and a budget of $111.6 million.
If you look on the next page, Exhibit 2, this chart represents all of the departments within the County of
Maui and their budgets, and these budgets include Operations, CIP, Grant Revenues, Revolving Funds,
or anything that has to do with what this department is ... what the departments are responsible for.
And you'll see there at the top of the list, the current Department of Public Works and Environmental
Management and note that their budget represents 25 percent of the total County budget, and then if you
go down the line there, you'll see where the other departments fall and the Finance Department comes in
second at 20 percent of the budget. However, you have to understand that that includes 82 million in
Countywide costs. It's the Retirement System, Debt Service, Insurance, and the like. So that gives a
pretty good breakdown of what happens with our departments. Housing and Human Concerns is third
with 12 percent of the budget, and then comes Police with nine percent, Parks and Recreation with seven
percent, Fire and Public Safety at five percent. So when you see most of the departments are, you know,
like within the ten percent and below and then Public Works and Environmental Management is up at 25
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percent. On the next continuation of Exhibit 2 on the back side of that page, it shows that this is the
percentage of CIP that's attributed to departments and where they stand in relationship to all other
departments. So they lead the way with 50 percent of the total CIP budget is Public Works and
Environmental Management. And then the next section deals with the total number of employees and
you'll see that they're number two in this case with 19 percent of the employees, but note that the Police
is first with 21 percent, and Police is a 2417 operation so I would expect that they would have the most
personnel anyway.
I know there's a lot of numbers to look at but the Exhibit 3 shows that if the department is broken up as
it is ... as it's being proposed that this is how they would fall as far as percentages of the total budget,
and remember again that Finance also has those huge ticket items for Debt Service, Employee Benefits,
and Insurance. So with the department being broken up or split up in the proposal, Waste Management
would then have 14 percent of the total budget and you would come down to Public Works would be at
11 percent of the total budget. So now that's a few numbers to look at. In the back side of the Exhibit 3
just does it with the percentage of CIP again and you see now that it's broken up. They're still in the
lead there with 34 percent for Public Works, 23 percent for Waste Management, and followed by Water
Supply at 22 percent. Then the second half of that is the employee count and it comes down then to 12
percent and eight percent, respectively, of the total number of employees in the County of Maui.
I was, you know, I think we always suspected that it was a big department but until these actually got
laid out in relationship to the other departments in the County, you know, I was kind of amazed at just
how much responsibility has been given, or has been not necessarily given, but has to be administered
by a single administration in that department. The Public Works Director and Deputy Director and their
administrative staff are handling, you know, 25 percent of the total operations of the County of Maui
and I think that when you get a department that ... with that many or those many responsibilities that
you are really putting a huge burden and stress upon the people who are responsible for that
administration. Now granted I did not move Administrative Cost to the split. I left the Administrative
Cost in Public Works. So I think a like Administrative Cost of about 300 to $400,000 would have to be
added to the Waste Management Department. So that would even it out a little bit. And I'd be happy to
answer any questions or explain anything further regarding the proposal. Thank you.
CHAIR MOLINA: Thank you very much, Member Tavares. Before we open the floor up for questions, the
Chair would like to give Director Arakawa an opportunity to give comments on this or Mr. DeLeon
from the Mayor's Office who will be speaking on behalf of the department, I presume. Mr. DeLeon, the
Chair would like to hear your comments.
MR. DELEON: Good morning. The Mayor asked me to read the following into the record. The Mayor would
like to have been able to participate in this conversation but he was already scheduled to be someplace
else so he could not attend. This is his statement: "As a former employee of the Department of Public
Works I have long believed that the department was too large and accomplished too many
responsibilities to be manageable by a Director and a single Deputy. As a Council Member, I supported
the concept of reorganizing this department into two departments, one dealing with Highways,
Engineering, and Building Permits and the other with Waste Management and Environmental Concerns.
As Mayor, it is my firm belief that Maui County needs to address the environmental concerns affecting
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our community. The proposal before the Council today is a step in the right direction. However, it does
not go far enough. Creating a Department of Waste Management will get us two-thirds ofthe way there.
Creating a Department of Environmental Management will deal with not only wastewater and solid
waste matters but also all those environmental issues that are increasingly affecting the quality of life of
our residents. We have found by experience that we cannot depend on the State or the Federal
governments to step in each time we face a new invasion like the coqui frog, or if the community
believes we must change practice as in the pump-outs at the small boat harbors. Without an agency that
is ready, willing, and able to step up to the plate and protect our community, we will be left to the whims
of chance. We already know where that will take us." Thank you. That's all I have.
CHAIR MOLINA: Thank you, Mr. DeLeon. Mr. Arakawa, do you have any comments you would like to offer
prior to opening the floor up for questioning? Mr. Director.
MR. ARAKAWA: Thank you, Mr. Chair, for the opportunity to share my thoughts with you on this matter.
When this question was presented, I took a slightly different tack from Councilmember Tavares.
Basically, I looked at the Charter responsibilities for the departments and basically how the other
counties split up these types of responsibilities and I can share that information with you as a reference
point.
In the City and County of Honolulu, this is an example, there's the Department of Transportation
Services which handles public transit, traffic management, transportation plarming issues. They also
have the Department of Facilities Manage ... Facilities Maintenance, excuse me, who handles parking
and security operations, public building maintenance, roads maintenance, and vehicle maintenance.
They have a Department of Environmental Services which handles recycling, refuse collection and
disposal, and wastewater management. There's a Department of Design and Construction which is
divided into a land division, mechanical/electrical division, civil division, a wastewater division,
facilities division. And we have the Department of Plarming and Permitting in the City and County of
Honolulu which deals with building safety, compliance, construction permits, land use and zoning, and
plarming and design. Those five departments within the City and County of Honolulu have functions
which are currently handled by three departments in the County of Maui. Those broad ... that broad
array of responsibilities are handled by the Department of Plarming here, Department of Public Works
and Environmental Management, and our County Department of Transportation. So basically, it's five
departments at City and County of Honolulu handled by three departments here in the County.
In the County of Hawaii, they have a Department of Public Works which handles highways and
drainage design, construction and maintenance, building permits, and traffic signals. They also have a
Department of Environmental Management which handles sewer operation and maintenance, solid
waste disposal and landfills, and recycling. Now, basically, the Big Island has two of these departments
and these functions are being handled by one department here in the County of Maui - Department of
Public Works and Environmental Management - similar to the proposal which is being forwarded by
Council Member Tavares.
The County of Hawaii [sic], on the other hand, they have one Department of Public Works and they
have nine operating divisions. It's split up into Administration/Fiscal, Automotive, a Building Division,
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Engineering, Golf, Parks, Roads and Highways, Solid Waste, and Wastewater Management. So the
County of Kauai basically has consolidated the functions of what is here in Maui, the Department of
Public Works and Environmental Management and the Department of Parks and Recreation, into one
department.
So, basically, I think this ... how the other counties have divided up their functions are instructive and I
think the basic question is, you know, what level of separation, what consolidation of functions would
best serve the community here on Maui. I think the general pattern is that if we look at the other
eounties, you know, the greater the population, the greater the divisional functions among the
departments. My observations, you know, I've basically been in the Public Works Department for a
little over five years - four years as a Deputy and last year or so as a Director - and I can tell you the job
itself is a very challenging one. The responsibilities are very, very comprehensive and very broad.
I can tell you a little story when I first started and you also heard from one of the former directors, in
fact two former directors from Public Works was here earlier giving testimony on another item, but I can
share with you a story that when I first started as a deputy at the department, I had a conversation with
one of the staff, and he related a conversation that he had had with the former Director, Charlie Jencks.
And basically, Charlie told him, and as you know, Charlie had been the Deputy and the Director for the
department for a combined total of ten years, and basically, he had basically mentioned to the staff it
took him basically four years to feel comfortable in this position - just to give you some idea of the
breadth of the responsibilities that are involved.
Basically, I would not advocate, you know, following the Kauai model. They currently have a director
in place but for a fairly long period of time, the department did not have a director, and I believe the
scope of responsibilities there are simply too broad for the amount of population that we have here. I
could see dividing the Department of Public Works and Environmental Management into two
departments much like the Big Island has. Population-wise the Big Island has more people than the
County of Maui, and of course, significantly more land area. And as the County of Maui grows and the
complexity and the breadth of responsibility of the department grows, it only makes sense to split the
department into two departments. So the proposal by Councilmember Tavares I believe has a lot of
merit and I believe the proposed Charter Amendment would provide for an appropriate division of
departmental responsibilities in the long term.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Director. Committee Members, the floor is now open for questions.
Member Hokama, to be followed by Member Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, thank you. Mr. Director, just another way to approach it, what if
the proposal was to give you one or two additional Deputy Directors to assist you in your
administration?
MR. ARAKAWA: That is another ...
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Something like, you know how the Department of Transportation, State of
Hawaii, is a very large department-- 21 -
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MR ARAKAWA: Yes,
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: --and so they've assigned deputies by transportation mode - airports,
highways, harbors, so in that concept.
MR ARAKAWA: ML DeLeon mentions there may be an issue with that State law may limit us to the, .. to
basically one deputy and he can speak more on that, but let me also mention, you know, some years ago
before the Charter Amendment in the mid-90's, the Director's Office did have a Chief Staff Engineer
position which helped, as I understand it, tremendously with the administrative duties that, you know,
come with that office. With the transfer of the zoning functions to the Planning Department that
position was eliminated and hasn't been reinstated. So, you know, if you're looking at additional
bodies, just a reinstatement ofa Chief Engineer I mean would, would help.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:
comment.

ML Chairman, I don't know if ML DeLeon would like to share his

CHAIR MOLINA: ML DeLeon, would you like to provide additional comment.
MR DELEON: I just vaguely remember at the beginning of our Administration there was thoughts about
having a second deputy in that department and that we were told by State law that that wasn't permitted,
that there's a State prohibition on counties having two deputies in their departments.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I would question that, Chairman, you know, this is a structural thing of
County government and I believe the Charter overrides State law in this specific area of the structure of
our government.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Maybe if we could get comment from Corp. Counsel, if you're prepared to respond.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: ML Chair, I'm searching right now on State law.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Thank you. Member Hokama, additional questions?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: No. I just was curious to see if another way to approach, you know, we
could split the department, as well as ... I guess most inexpensive way would be to provide one or two
additional deputies. But again, I just wanted to see what kind of comment we would get from
Administration on that, Chairman. Thank you.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Thank you, Member Hokama. Member Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, ChaiL I'd like to ask this question from ... first from
ML Arakawa, Public Works Director Arakawa, and then also Councilmember Tavares. What do you
see as the duties of ... let's just say, to me what I see here is the essential change, the job duties are not
going to change. I mean what has to be done has to be done. It's essentially how it's gonna be
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administered and what would you see as a Director of Waste Management doing that the Division Head
doesn't currently do?
CHAIR MOLINA: Mr. Arakawa.
MR. ARAKAWA: Let me try to answer your question in this manner. I think this is somewhat of a question
that even people in our Wastewater Division have raised in the sense that they have ... because of the
size of the department, they have been asked to perform additional responsibilities that come with their
job that they are not compensated for. If you compare the type of work that they do with say a Water
Department, which is a lot smaller. So the Division Head responsibilities ... their argument is that the
Division Head responsibilities in the Water Department would be less than say you would have to do in
the Wastewater Division where the Public Works Department is a lot bigger. So, basically, if you're
gonna be splitting the department into two, you're gonna have increased oversight by the Director's
Office over that ... the operating functions and the CIP functions of that division, whereas now, a lot of
that is delegated out to staff.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
non-management staff?

Oversight for the Wastewater Division

IS

delegated to staff,

MR. ARAKAWA: No, no, no. I mean it's basically ... right now I basically hold the Division Heads
responsible but many of the tasks that ... it's basically a managerial decision as to what task get
delegated out to the Division Head, but because the Department's responsibilities are so broad, I
delegate out I think a greater amount of responsibilities to the Division Head that otherwise would have
occurred in a smaller department.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So, basically, what you're saying is they're already doing functions that
normally would be done by a Department Head but they're only getting paid as a Division Head?
MR. ARAKAWA: Yeah, yeah. Basically, that's it, yes, in a nutshell.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you. And then does Member Tavares have any comments to make
regarding that question?
CHAIR MOLINA: Member Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah. I mean it comes to a point where when something gets too huge to
manage, then I'm not gonna say it's gonna be ineffective but it could be more efficient and effective if
there's a smaller what they call a span of control. It's how many things are you responsible for directly
under you. A while back, by the way, the Parks Department didn't exist. It was Parks was under the
Public Works Department and as that grew some years back, I forget when they changed it, but they
changed it to a Department of Parks and Recreation because the department was getting so big. And I
think that, you know, having ... having two departments with their corresponding administration I think
helps to spread out the responsibility. I mean right now Mr. Arakawa is here in Council with us every
time there's something that's in their department and that would be one of the ways, you know, it could
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split up responsibilities and I think we would get a lot better response or the people would get a lot better
response and accountability if the departments were smaller and managed with it's own director and
deputy.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So do you see the Director of Wastewater Management taking on more
responsibilities than the Division Heads do right now?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Oh, yes. Definitely. It would take part of the responsibilities as Milton ...
Mr. Arakawa described that they're doing now in addition to taking a lot of the duties that the
administrative office has to handle for Public Works and Environmental Management right now.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Like being here ...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: And as the personnel stuff, recruitment, all of those things are handled just
by one agency or one part of the agency right now. Whereas, if we had the two departments, then they
would each be going after their own recruitment and employees and filling those positions that are
critical. Personnel ... I mean you've gotta work in a department to really understand what a director
has to go through with personnel. Because every time there is a TA, a temporary assignment, you know,
somebody goes on vacation, the next person moves up, I think it creates at least six pieces of paper in
order for an employee to move up there. The director doesn't necessarily do this, you know, his or
herself but the routing of all of that stuff does go to the director and I don't know how many times he
has to sign anything. But you have a personnel officer that prepares the forms, but it still ends up in the
director's lap. Any budget amendment that's being requested or things like that ends up with the
director. So there are a lot of responsibilities that I think if shared would provide more, like I said, more
efficiency and I think they would get things done a lot faster just for the sheer amount of work.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So then earlier you mentioned a ballpark figure of three to 400,000 in
additional administrative fees. Does that include, in your mind, would that include the cost of the salary
for a director?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah. That would include the director, the deputy, and the support,
secretary, clerk, maybe personnel clerk, account clerk, whatever that department felt would be necessary
for them to conduct the administration of that now new department. So it's not like you can just take
what they have now and cut it in half.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Can't do that. It would be dupli ... you know, you would have to duplicate
some of the things.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay. Thank you. Thank you very much, Chair.
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CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Thank you, Member Anderson. Prior to continuing the line of question for this
item, the Chair is aware of the time. It's nearly 10:30. I know we've had a long discussion this morning
so 1'd like to give you some time to address your personal needs. We shall recess this meeting and
return at 10:40. Meeting in recess. . .. (gavel) . ..
RECESS:

10:30 a.m.

RECONVENE:

10:45 a.m.

CHAIR MOLINA: ... (gavel). .. The Committee of the Whole meeting for March 14, 2006 is now back in
session. When we last let off, the floor was open for questions to the Administration with regards to this
proposed Charter Amendment from Member Tavares. Floor is still open, Members. Any further
questions with regards to this proposal? Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes. My question has to do with the comment that Mr. DeLeon made
initially about the importance of the environmental management or the environmental component with
regard to some of the problems that we're dealing with that have a really broad range. And I wondered
from Mr. Arakawa's perspective if you, you know, because right now I don't see that component
addressed, you know, and if you had any thoughts on where it might be more appropriate to locate those
kinds of responsibilities.
CHAIR MOLINA: Mr. Director.
MR. ARAKAWA: Mr. Chairman, to tell you the truth, I really don't have any strong feelings one way or the
other. Right now the person, the Environmental Coordinator for the County, technically is in the
Mayor's Office ... located in the Mayor's Office although he does some work, you know, with our
department as far as interface on the stuff that, you know, he's doing. But I really have no strong
feelings one way or the other. I think the name of the department, if you look at just the term "waste
management", it's a smaller subset of the term environmental management so it kind of depends on how
broad you want to cut the cards, so to speak.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. I guess, you know, what I would do, Mr. Chair, then is ask
Councilmember Tavares what she would envision in terms of the environmental component. Would she
envision it not being attached at all and having some type of a separate division or separate operation or
component in another form because I think it really is critical and because I know we went through last
time the renaming of the department basically. I want to find out what her thoughts would be.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Thank you, Member Johnson. Member Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah, and thank you. Thank you for that question. One of the things I
didn't point out as I presented this is that nothing else changed except the name and splitting the
departments. So the rest of it, the duties are all the same. So the environmental duties that were
assigned to each division or each sections responsible area would still be there. In response to the
environmental concerns, and you know, I thought about this before I did the name change and basically
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what I was looking at is the entire County of Maui is in charge of environmental concerns. The Parks
Department has a role. Public Works Department has a role. Planning has a role. Water has a role. We
all have roles in environmental protection and to focus the environmental in just one department, to me,
dilutes its effectiveness because now it's somebody else's responsibility.
So I had thought about that and said, you know, instead of doing that let's just call it what it is Department of Waste Management. We have grading ordinances that would now fall under Public
Works Engineering side or whatever or Permits, but that's environmental protection. So we have a lot
of things that are associated with environmental protection, and like I said, from the Charter we did not
change any of the responsibilities. It's still there, the same responsibilities. The only thing is the name
has changed. I also would like to point out that your Department Heads are more about policy
development. The Division Heads are the doers. They implement whatever is going on and those are
kind of two separate sort of functions even though they work together. And if we had I think a
Department of Waste Management, we would have a lot more people focused and energy focused on
things that we've been discussing in Committee now. That's curbside recycling. Do we want to pursue
waste to energy conversions and stuff for solid waste? These types of things I think would get a whole
lot more attention if it were in a smaller, more manageable department.
When you have things that need inter-department coordination, that's where the Mayor and the
Executive Staff comes in. And for example, the coqui frog example, that didn't come under Public
Works. It's under OED, Office of Economic Development. Our Watershed Grants are under OED and
the Water Department. So we have environmental concerns spread out throughout the County of Maui
and I think we each I mean each one of us and the departments has to be aware that that's our number
one concern because the environment as I keep saying, the environment is the economy. So that's why I
left it out. But you know, it's not something I'm going to fall on my sword for. If people feel strongly
that it should say Department of Waste Management or Environmental Management ... (change tape)
... that's fine.
The other point I'd like to make is that from what I heard from staff people in the department is that they
got calls about all kinds of things that don't have anything to do with Public Works and the
Environmental Management as described in our Charter. They're getting about air quality things or
water quality things, you know, the Department of Health and all that kind of stuff. Those calls to me
should be going, you know, to the Administration and having the Administration with their liaison to the
State or whatever work on those kinds of problems. So that was my thought. Thank you. Kind of a
long answer to a short question, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No, I really appreciate that because to me I think, you know, while I can
understand some of I guess the duties and responsibilities that fall under every single department I think
it's also incumbent upon us to have somebody who can perhaps span, you know, all of those different
departments and issues. So maybe from that perspective Public Works would not necessarily, whether
it's the Waste Management Division, or you know, ifit is separated, maybe that would ... maybe not be
as effective being able to coordinate I guess across all departments. But I still believe strongly that we
need some kind of an environmental liaison and whether that is a new department or whether it's a
department that has I guess a span over all the other departments, that may be an additional thing that we
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would want to consider as an addendum to the Charter in keeping with the theme of trying to separate I
guess duties and responsibilities. I don't know ifit would be better being in the Mayor's Office or what,
but I think just from a statement perspective to me it is really important that we have and not just one
person, you know, maybe a group of people because these issues are very far reaching. So that is my
thought. And then one other question I had would be in terms of the practical implementation of this.
Because I know we have a shortage of engineers in terms of different duties, some of them right now are
I guess looking at roadways. They may also have dual responsibilities for looking at some maybe
construction projects within perhaps waste management. But I would like to hear from the Director
about what he would envision as some of the personnel challenges and because they would be separated
now, how would that help or would we get stuck in a transition period?
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Thank you, Member Johnson. Mr. Director, you can respond.
MR. ARAKAWA: Councilmember Johnson, my understanding of the proposal is that they would be just a
clean split between the divisions. Basically, two of the current ... a total of five divisions would go to
one department and three ... the other three would be in the other. So as Councilmember Tavares had
mentioned I think the only additional staff that you're talking about are one other director, a deputy,
another private secretary, perhaps some administrative personnel staff that may be needed. But
otherwise, you know, I don't envision any other staff type of changes. It would basically be that they
report now to either one of two directors, basically.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: With specific reference to the engineers though, you're saying that the
engineers are only assigned to one type of function and not I guess serving two separate types of duties.
That's where my question really comes in because I know we're having difficulty filling engineer
positions specifically, and if you now ... even splitting your engineers up, how is that in real time going
to function?
MR. ARAKAWA: No, basically, the position descriptions for the engineers are pretty specific. If they are
assigned to do work within the engineering division, that's pretty much all they do. I mean we do have
vacancies and we try hard to fill those vacancies but I don't think the amount of vacancies are to the
point where I would consider them critical. I think the question ... the Charter question that you have
before you is whether or not, you know, this would be a positive thing over the long term and I view at
least the ... this engineering shortage is a temporary thing based on the economy right now. So I think
over time that engineering shortage will work itself out.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, and so if I understand you correctly, the engineers right now just
perform a very limited function for is it generally your public works, your roadways, and that type of
thing, or do they also do engineering assignments that spill over into solid waste, or doesn't that ever
occur?
MR. ARAKAWA: No. That doesn't occur.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. So their duties are very clear and you don't see any trouble with an
implementation of ... I guess after our last Charter it was difficult to implement because all of a sudden
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as of one day, you know, there is no transition period, it was just okay, this is the way Water's going to
operate and they had some challenges. So I just want to make sure that if this does go on the ballot, that
we don't run into the same kinds of I guess transition issues, if you will, and actual implementation,
physical location, because I would rather talk about these things now and make sure that we're very
clear in how this is going to be set up rather than run into those barriers later on. So, but you don't see
any difficulty?
MR. ARAKAWA: I don't see it because the proposal before you is to basically split up what is currently five
existing operating divisions into, you know, it's a clean split, basically. So I don't see those types of
.
.
Issues commg up.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR MOLINA: Thank you, Member Johnson. Member Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah. If I could respond a little to Ms. Johnson's concern.
CHAIR MOLINA: Proceed.
COUNCILMEMBER T AVARES: I know what she's talking about. And we looked at that and said, you
know, if this passes, its effective date would be July 1, 2007. So during the budget which is, you know,
between ... after the election so that we know if it passes or not, we have time to plan whatever those
changes and adjustments that need to be made. We have time to do it rather than having something pass
in November and be effective January 1. So this one is effective with the fiscal year so I think that
allows us more time to examine what the requests are going to be for for this new department should it
pass. Thank you.
CHAIR MOLINA: Thank you, Member Tavares. Members, any other comments or questions with regards to
this Charter Amendment proposal? Member Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, thank you.
Upcountry, if she gave thought to it.

My question would be for our colleague from

CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Member Tavares, you're in for a workout today.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Sure.
CHAIR MOLINA: Member Hokama, proceed.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: With the change in the Water responsibilities back to the Administration and
the Council, one of the things the people added to our responsibility was the confirmation of the
director's position, Mr. Chairman. I had always been of a philosophy that the major County
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departments may warrant Council confirmation of those specific major departments, Finance,
Management, Planning, Public Works, I was wondering if Ms, Tavares gave any consideration to a
confirmation provision in this proposal?
CHAIR MOLINA: Member Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah. Thank you for the question. I hadn't given it consideration and it's
not part of the proposal, but you know, that's if we're doing it and that's the direction that this body
wants to go and we can look at putting that on the Charter change, too, and that would be for both
directors then, Department of Public Works and the Director of Waste Management. Is that your
intention?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I just was curious. You know, I believe that it's helpful for certain
departments to have a review by Council and a confirmation consent by the Legislative Branch,
Mr. Chairman. I consider Public Works a major department and I would, you know, I believe it
warrants a confirmation process, Mr. Chairman. So I just bring it up as additional food for thought. I
know it's not part of the proposed amendment that Ms. Tavares has but I throw it out for discussion by
the Members and yourself, Mr. Chairman. I'd like to see if that's something that is warranted for ... to
be into the proposal - be added to the proposal.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Thank you, Member Hokama. That will be taken into consideration. Committee
Members, any other questions or comments? Member Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chair. I think Member Hokama asked Corporation Counsel
in regards to if we could add another deputy position in the Public Works Department.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Corporation Counsel.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Mr. Chair, I did have a chance to search the State law and Section 76-77 of
Hawaii Revised Statutes sets forth the exemptions to civil service law and those positions which are
exempt, and one of the categories, positions of officers elected by public vote, positions of heads of
departments, and positions of one first deputy or first assistant of heads of departments. So because this
civil service law is a law of Statewide concern, the County would be limited to one deputy per
department which would be exempt from civil service. So if the County wanted to create other
positions, it would have to be called something else and the position would be subject to civil service
law. So maybe like creation of additional EM positions or something like that or like what this current
Mayor has done in having somebody appointed from his office, you know, serve in another capacity.
You know, that's possible as well. But as far as having a deputy director exempt from civil service law
so appointed, the County is limited to just one per department.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. The proposal that's being considered for Charter
Amendment is a good one. It would provide some efficiency in regards to the operations in County
government. I can see that. The only question that I had was the span of control by each of the directors
reporting to a deputy. I don't know what's the span of control as far as the Administration is concerned,
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you know, the reporting structure. And that's my only concern right now, the number of people
reporting to the Director itself.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Thank you, Member Pontanilla. Any final comments before the Chair makes a
recommendation? I'm sorry to be pushing you along a little bit, Members, because we do have a heavy
agenda today. Any other comments prior to the Chair making a recommendation? Seeing none.
Members, the item has definitely generated a lot of interesting discussion and I guess some questions
that may need to be answered at a later time. So if there's no objections, the Chair would like to defer
the matter and we'll definitely bring this back in June during the first Committee week and it is the
Chair's intent to take some type of action during that time prior to . . . because this is both Charter
Amendment proposals that we've discussed today, there is a time sensitivity issue with both ofthem. So
the Chair will bring this back to our first Committee meeting in June upon the completion of the Budget
Session. Any objections to deferral?
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS. (Excused: RC)
ACTION:

DEFER PENDING FURTHER DISCUSSION.

CHAIR MOLINA: Thank you very much, Members. Members, moving on. We're now down to Committee
of the Whole Item 1(32), settlement authorization of claims and lawsuits, Megan Kaina, et al. versus
County of Maui, et al. civil case.
COW-1(32)

SETTLEMENT AUTHORIZATION OF CLAIMS AND LAWSUITS (MEGAN KAINA, ET
AL. VS. COUNTY OF MAlJI, ET AL., CIVIL NO. CV 04-00608 DAEl (C.c. No. 05-24)

CHAIR MOLINA: The Committee is in receipt of a correspondence dated February 28, 2006 from the
Corporation Counsel's Office requesting consideration of a proposed resolution entitled
"AUTHORIZING SETTLEMENT OF MEGAN KAINA, ET AL. VS. COUNTY OF MAUl, ET AL.
CNIL CASE". The complaint alleges damages arising from the death of Lisa Tomita Kaina and the
purpose of the proposed resolution is to authorize settlement of the case. And we have from the
Corporation Counsel's Office, we have Moana Lutey and also Ms. Laureen Martin, and we have Chief
Yabuta from the Police Department. I would like to ask the Corporation Counsel to give us some
opening comments in open session on this matter.
MS. LUTEY: Thank you. Good morning. We've been down a couple of times for this case. It's the Paia
shooting case that involved two officers on January 22, 2004. And we've come down for
indemnification for the officers. I previously have discussed settlement and today I have another
settlement discussion that I would like to have with you in executive session because this is in active
litigation and we do have a settlement conference with the Federal Court on this case this Friday.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Thank you, Ms. Lutey. Committee Members, any questions in open session
regarding this matter? Okay, seeing none. Chair is gonna entertain a motion for executive session based
on HRS, excuse me, HRS Section 92-5(a)(4).
VICE-CHAIR KANE: So moved.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Second,
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, It's been moved by Member Kane, seconded by Member Tavares, The motion is to
go into executive session, Any discussion? Seeing none, All those in favor signify by saying aye.
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.
CHAIR MOLINA: All those opposed? Okay. Thank you. Motion passes unanimously.

VOTE:

AYES:

Couucilmembers Anderson, Hokama, Johnson, Mateo, Pontanilla
and Tavares, Vice-Chair Kane, and Chair Molina.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

Councilmember Carroll.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

EXECUTIVE SESSION.

CHAIR MOLINA: Members, we will now go into executive session and we shall reconvene to discuss item ...
Committee of the Whole Item 1(32) in executive session... .(gavel) . ..

RECESS:

11:08 a.m.

(THE COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE MEETING ENTERED INTO EXECUTIVE SESSION AT
II:1O A.M. AND ENDED AT II :31 A.M.)
RECONVENE:

11 :37 p.m.

CHAIR MOLINA: .. . (gavel) . .. The Committee of the Whole meeting for March 14,2006 is now back in
seSSlOn.

COW-1(32)

SETTLEMENT AUTHORIZATION OF CLAIMS AND LAWSUITS (MEGAN KAINA, ET
AL. VS, COUNTY OF MAUl, ET AL., CIVIL NO. CV 04-00608 DAE) (CC. No. 05-24)

CHAIR MOLINA: Members, after the discussions we had in executive session with regards to Committee of
the Whole Item 1(32), your Chair will make a recommendation to deny the offer of settlement from the
plaintiff. This is in regards to the Megan Kaina versus County of Maui case.
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VICE-CHAIR KANE: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Second.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. It's been moved by Member Kane, seconded by Member Tavares. Any discussion?
Seeing none. All those in favor of the motion signify by saying aye.
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.
CHAIR MOLINA: All those opposed? Thank you. The Chair will mark it unanimous.
VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Anderson, Carroll, Johnson, Pontanilla, and
Tavares, Vice-Chair Kane, and Chair Molina.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

Councilmembers Hokama and Mateo.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

DENY SETTLEMENT OFFER.

CHAIR MOLINA: Members, our next item of business is Committee of the Whole Item 2(19), which is
nominations to boards, committees, and commissions.
COW-2(19)

NOMINATIONS TO BOARDS, COMMITTEES, AND COMMISSIONS (MAUl COUNTY
GRANTS REVIEW COMMITTEE) (CC. No. 05-20)

CHAIR MOLINA: The Committee is in receipt of a correspondence dated February 22, 2006 from the Mayor
requesting consideration of the following nominations to the following committees or committee, I
should say, the Maui County Grants Review Committee, Kenneth Rothman replacing Robert McElroy,
for a term expiring on March 31, 2007; and Cynthia Arruiza replacing Charles Kaukeano, for a term
expiring on March 31, 2008. And for the Members information, the Council must approve or
disapprove these nominations by April 23, 2006 or the nominees will be deemed approved. And from
the Mayor's Office we have once again Mr. DeLeon to give comments on the nominees. Mr. DeLeon.
MR. DELEON: Good morning. These are both appointments to the Grants Review Committee and they're
basically filling ... filling positions that are vacant.
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CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Thank you, Mr. DeLeon. Committee Members, any questions for Mr. DeLeon with
regards to the nominees? Seeing none. The Chair will recommend approval of the nominations of
Kenneth Rothman and Cynthia Arruiza to the Maui County Grants Review Committee.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Second.
CHAIR MOLINA: Moved by Member Tavares, seconded by Member Johnson. Any discussion? Seeing none.
All those in favor signify by saying aye.
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.
CHAIR MOLINA: All those opposed? Okay. Chair will mark it unanimous.

VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Anderson, Carroll, Johnson, Pontanilla and
Tavares, and Chair Molina.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

Conncilmembers Hokama and Mateo, and Vice-Chair Kane.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

APPROVAL OF NOMINEES.

CHAIR MOLINA: Members, moving on to Committee of the Whole Item 2(20), nominations for the Urban
Design Review Board.

COW-l(2O)

NOMINATIONS TO BOARDS, COMMITTEES, AND COMMISSIONS (URBAN DESIGN
REVIEW BOARD) (CC. No. 05-20)

CHAIR MOLINA: This is in relation to a correspondence that was received by the Committee dated
February 28, 2006 from the Mayor requesting consideration of the following nominees to the Urban
Design Review Board. First, we have Linda Okamoto replacing Paul Homer, for a term expiring on
March 31, 2008; and two, Francis Skowronski replacing Craig Murayama, for a term expiring on
March 31, 2007. Once again we have Mr. DeLeon from the Mayor's Office to give comment on the
nommees.
MR. DELEON: A significant note here is Mr. Murayama is one of our architects ... required architects on this
board and Mr. Skowronski is actually serving as one of our alternates. We're moving him up to the
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full-time position. He was available and willing to serve in that extra time capacity so we moved him up
and now we'll have to find an alternate for the alternate's position.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Thank you, Mr. DeLeon. Members, questions or comments for Mr. DeLeon?
Seeing none. The Chair will recommend the nominations of the said individuals, Linda Okamoto and
Francis Skowronski to the Urban Design Review Board.
VICE-CHAIR KANE: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Second.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Moved by Member Kane, seconded by Member Tavares. Any discussion? Seeing
none. All those in favor signify by saying aye.
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.
CHAIR MOLINA: All those opposed? Thank you. The Chair will mark it unanimous.

VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Anderson, Carroll, Johnson, Pontanilla and
Tavares, Vice-Chair Kane, and Chair Molina.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

Councilmembers Hokama and Mateo.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

APPROVAL OF NOMINEES.

CHAIR MOLINA: And the Chair must apologize. I did not recognize Member Johnson to our proceedings
earlier today and I also want to recognize Member Carroll to our proceedings, as well. Members, the
Chair would like to call for a very brief recess. Meeting in recess. . .. (gavel) . ..

RECESS:

11:40 a.m.

RECONVENE:

11 :42 a.m.

CHAIR MOLINA: ... (gavel). .. The Committee of the Whole meeting for March 14, 2006 is now back in
session. Thank you very much for that recess, Members, for giving me the time to consult and make
you aware that we do have three more items on our agenda and I know we're under some time
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constraints today. We do have a Budget and Finance meeting at 1:30. The Chair is looking at recessing
this meeting to address those three items. I'm considering a date of Thursday, March 16, as one option
either during the morning hours from 9:00 or after the Parks and Economic Development meeting.
We're looking at possibly 4:00 in the afternoon. Another option the Chair is considering is today after
the Budget and Finance meeting but I do know of at least two Members having some evening ... early
evening commitments, as well. The Chair's preference is Thursday. I would make that my number one
preference. I would like to ask how you feel. The morning, I believe, we do not have a Human and
Services ... Human and Housing Services meeting that morning. Nine 0' clock is available at this time.
Members, any comments?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Nine o'clock is fine.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, Member Carroll. Any other Members would like to comment? Member Kane.
VICE-CHAIR KANE: I don't object to Thursday morning.
CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, Members. Okay, it would seem the majority consensus is to have this recessed
meeting take place on Thursday, March 16, at 9:00 a.m. So we will leave it at that. This Committee of
the Whole meeting for March 14th is in recess until Thursday, 9:00 a.m., March 16th .... (gavel) . ..
RECESS:

11:44 a.m.

APPROVED BY:

Transcribed by: Clarita Bal.l.

cow:min:060314
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